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Abstract  

Human proximity tracking and human situation inference are exploited for comprehending 

human interaction with objects in kitchen. The importance of this study is to offer interactive and 

personalized kitchen environment for elderly and disabled people. Also, this smart environment 

allows for independent living for elderly and disabled people. This study proposes human 

proximity tracking and inferring human situation in smart environment.  A precision of 100% 

and a recall of 65.22% were obtained from the result of proximity tracking. The result of 

precision indicates that human proximity tracking works accurately in kitchen environment. In 

terms of human situation inference, the result of accuracy of fuzzy logic system was obtained as 

above 96% precision in each situative space model set, except recognizable set. This result 

shows that system works well with a few exceptions in relation to human situation inference. 
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Chapter 1 

1 Introduction 

Nowadays aging population has become one of the most important problems in the world since it 

has been rapidly increasing in almost all the countries [1]. When people get older, they have 

difficulty to live on their own and are forced to move out to assisted living facility. If these 

elderly and disabled people were able to live self-sufficiently in their own homes, they would not 

need to get help from other people [2].  Because of this reason, smart home environments have 

been begun to develop for elderly and disabled people. A smart home refers to a fully equipped 

environment with smart objects that involve sensors and different technology, which make 

human life easier [3].Smart objects take an important place on computing capabilities into 

everyday objects [4]. Everyday objects have other features such as digital functionalities, 

embedded computing, and communication and interaction technologies [5]. For instance, smart 

coffee machines, smart ovens, smart toaster, smart egg boiler, etc. are well-known smart objects 

in smart kitchen environment.  

 

Human proximity tracking is based on distance between human and object in environment. 

Ultrasound sonar sensor technology is used for proximity tracking. To recognize activities and 

track objects in environment, Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology is used in 

objects and specific points on kitchen table. RFID technology is used for tracking mobile objects 

such as cup, plate, spoon, bowl, etc. This technology makes this type of objects smartness since 

object enables to interact with human by informing object location on kitchen table. To infer 

human proxemic interaction with object, human agent‟s movement towards or away from smart 

objects, human agent‟s orientation to smart objects and human agent‟s semantic location are 

used. The states of proxemic interactions refer to proxemic dimensions. In Table 1, proxemic 

dimensions [6] correlate with determining human proxemic interactions to smart objects.  
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Table 1.  In terms of proxemics dimensions, the description of proxemics and the usage of 

sensor technology in kitchen As-A-Pal [7]. 

Proxemics 

dimensions 

Context description within Kitchen As-A-

Pal 

Sensing/recognition technology 

Position  Human agent‟s relative position with 

reference to objects 

 Relative position between the objects 

on the smart surface (e.g. objects on 

the mixing area) 

  Containment position of objects 

within a smart container (e.g. objects 

within the drying rack) 

 Proximity tracking using a          

network of sonar sensors 

 Tracking the relative positions of 

               objects on a smart surface using 

               a network of RFID readers 

 Tracking the containment position of 

objects inside/outside a smart 

container using a RFID reader that 

registers objects. 

Orientation  Human agent‟s head and body 

               orientation with reference to objects 

 Microsoft Kinect –based human 

               head and body orientation detection            

Movement  Changes in human position over time 

 Changes in object position over time 

 Path finding using a network of sonar 

sensors over time 

 Networking of RFID readers and 

detecting object location changes 

overtime 

Identity  Uniquely identify (e.g. Rut and 

Björn), discriminate (e.g. Person A 

and B) and/or describe human agents. 

 

 Uniquely identify objects (e.g.Fork1 

and Fork2) and object classes(e.g. 

Fork and Eating Plate) 

 Microsoft Kinect-based image analysis 

and mapping to existing human 

profiles (e.g. person on a wheelchair, 

person with Myopia, etc.)  

 Passive RFID tracking to identify 

objects and use existing object profiles 

Location  The qualitative aspect of a place in 

which human interaction with smart 

objects take place(e.g. mixing area, 

cooking area, dishing area and drying 

area) 

 Identity of the sonar sensor tracking 

human proximity and that sonar 

sensor‟s association to specific 

location (e.g. sonar sensor 2 is 

associated to the mixing area) 
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Human location and object state information are used to infer human situation. Such information 

enables the possibilities of offering situation-aware services useful in smart environments. For 

example, if a person is nearby to the stove in a kitchen, system can track information to enable 

decision about which smart services to activate, where to present information, and how to get 

explicit user input at the moment. System can track of behaviors of elderly and disabled people 

and present useful support information for health care provider [1].  

 

Human situation information is useful in supporting ambient assisted living of elderly and 

disabled people in a smart home environment. Human situation inference refers to ability of 

human perception and action to objects in environment. Especially, the effect of human centric 

interaction such as human feelings, experiences, and emotions are important in terms of human 

situation inference. In this context, situative space model and egocentric interaction are essential. 

Egocentric interaction and situative space model underlie human situation inference. Actually, 

situative space model is an interaction model of egocentric interaction. Situative space model 

concerns which object can be perceived and manipulated by human. In this respect, human 

experience and behaviors plays an important role for human situation. Due to the fact that human 

feelings and emotions are not stable all the time, human perceptional situation can contradict 

with each other. In behalf of evaluating variety of human situations, fuzzy logic system can be 

used.  

 

1.1 The Goal of Thesis 

Adaptive and personalized smart environments help elderly and disabled people to live self-

sufficiently in own homes. Human proximity tracking and human situation inference are 

essential information to build this kind of smart environment. The goal of thesis is to infer 

human situation using proximity to smart objects. First we aim to track human proximity to 

smart objects using ultrasound sonar sensors. To obtain proximity information, we intend to use 

multiple homogenous ultrasound sonar sensors. Also, we aim to find human agent‟s proxemic 

interaction with smart objects using human agent‟s position, human agent‟s movement towards 

or away from smart objects, and human agent‟s location. Second, we aim to infer human 

situation in kitchen environment. To clarify different human perception to smart objects, we 

intend to use fuzzy logic method. 
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1.2 Outline of the Thesis 

The structure of this thesis report consists of following chapters as follows. 

 

 Chapter 2 describes background of the thesis and related works. Egocentric Interaction, 

situative space model, smart environment, ultrasound sonar sensor and fuzzy logic 

system are explained. 

 Chapter 3 describes conceptual design, user and kitchen profile, and system architecture. 

Proximity tracking and fuzzy logic system are evaluated in terms of the usage of 

hardware and software. 

 Chapter 4 describes about evaluating the results of proximity tracking accuracy and 

fuzzy logic system accuracy. 

  Chapter 5 describes the conclusion.  

 Finally, chapter 6 presents future work. 
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Chapter 2 

 

2 Background & Related Work 

2.1 Background 

2.1.1 Egocentric Interaction 

Egocentric interaction [5] indicates human centric aspects that examine human activities, 

situations, and feelings using situative space model in smart environment. Human body centered 

modeling framework is known as egocentric interaction [8]. Egocentric interaction frames 

physical and virtual objects in an environment based on proximity and human perception. To 

specify human perception and action abilities, human centered spatial model of interaction [9] 

which is interrelated egocentric interaction is used in our study. This approach is based on human 

body centered that enables to follow human situative space. Also, egocentric interaction 

motivates human to concentrate on his / her activity. In egocentric interaction approach, human 

body and human thinking are used as center of reference to interaction with activities [10].  

 

2.1.2 Situative Space Model 

Situative Space Model [11] underlies egocentric interaction that refers to center individual 

human body and human cognition for developing the interaction between objects and other 

people. Also, egocentric interaction term was used in easy (Activities of Daily Living) ADL 

home [12]. However, human thinking and experience were not discussed in easy ADL home. 

This prevents to create personalized smart environment. In our study, human thinking and 

experience also were handled. The situative space model is a corner stone of egocentric 

interaction that describes human situation in terms of proximal objects that can be perceived 

and/or acted upon [13].  Situative space model provides to understand which object can be 

perceived or not perceived, can be manipulated or not manipulated by human agent in a certain 

time. This model covers two main parts that are perception and action space. These two spaces 

involve four sets. Examinable and recognizable set belong to perception space. Selectable and 
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manipulated set belong to action space. Human experience and situations are identified using 

situative space model. In this work, two new sets are discovered that are peripheral attention set 

and central attention set. Situative spaces and sets are described as follows: 

 World space: It is outer space of perception and action. This space involves physical and 

virtual objects regarding as human being‟s life. 

 Perception space: It refers that objects can be perceived by human agent in terms of 

visuality in this space. 

 Examinable set: This set belongs to perception space. Objects are as part of examinable 

distance. (e.g. examining object states and state change information) 

 Recognizable set: This set also belongs to perception space. Objects are as part of 

recognizable distance. (e.g. recognizing object type and its usage) 

 Action space: It refers that objects can be acted upon by human agent in terms of 

performing tasks or activities in this space. 

 Manipulable set: This set belongs to action space. Object states can be changed by 

human agent (e.g. pour salt) 

 Selectable set: This set belongs to action space. Objects can be touched and grabbed 

physically or can be selected virtual way. 

 Peripheral attention set: The set of objects that are potentially attended to by a human 

actor through their peripheral attention [14]. 

 Central attention set: The set of objects that are potentially attended to by a human actor 

through their central attention [14]. 

 

 

2.1.3 Smart Environment and Objects 

“Smart objects” refers to the rapidly growing trend of introducing computing capabilities into 

everyday objects and places [4]. Smart objects set up connection between physical and digital 

world by supplying information related with physical environment [15]. Also, smart 

environments are designed as everyday objects that are expanded in terms of computational 

intelligence in smart object. This type of smart environment uses sensibilities of human needs 

and human centered services to provide quality life into long period [7]. In other words, smart 

environments should develop people experience that takes part in this kind of environments [16].  
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There is a spatial relationship between smart objects on kitchen table surface. Kitchen table 

involves RFID readers in some specific locations on the table surface. When objects with RFID 

tags put on these specific locations, objects are detected with RFID readers. For example, if cup, 

glass, sugar packet, etc are put on these certain points, RFID readers detect the objects. By this 

way, objects can be tracked on kitchen table. Drying rack is other different object type on kitchen 

table. Drying rack acts as a container. After person cleans the dishes, he/ she placed these objects 

into drying rack. To store dishes (e.g. cup, plate, spoon, pan, knife, etc.), first person should 

register these tagged objects to drying rack using one hotspot. Likewise, while removing the 

objects from drying rack, person should use same hotspot. Other object type on the kitchen table 

is actuators such as coffee machine, water heater, egg boiler and toaster. Actuators are partly 

moveable objects. However, they have certain points and mostly they are used as stable objects. 

Kitchen table is divided 5 areas which are appliance area, mixing area, stove area, dishing area 

and drying area. Each area has own feature in terms of performing activities. Then, 5 sonar 

sensors are mounted around kitchen table in respect to these 5 areas. By this way, human 

proximity is determined to these specific locations on kitchen table. 

 

2.1.4. Ultrasound Sonar Sensor 

LV-Maxsonar-EZ1 [17] sonar range finder is used in this smart kitchen project. Sonar sensor can 

run readings up to 50 mS with 20 Hz rate. The detection range is between 0.15 m and 6.45 m in 

most of the environments. Sensing resolution of sonar sensor is 0.0025 m and is accurate for 

physical proximity measures. 

 

At the beginning of this thesis study, Sharp Infrared distance sensor 2Y0A21 was used but its 

beam angle was lesser than LV-Maxsonar-EZ1 sonar sensor. In terms of reflecting object 

properties, the width of sonar beam differs. After some empirical study on sonar sensor, their 

proximate beam angle is found as 43.3 degrees. Tracking coverage area is high if sonar sensor is 

used with larger beam angle. 
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2.1.5. Fuzzy Logic System 

According to Mendel [18], fuzzy logic system (FLS) is unique in that it is able to simultaneously 

handle numerical data and linguistic knowledge. FLS bases on four main parts that are fuzzifier, 

rules, inference, and defuzzifier. jFuzzyLogic [19] open source program was used as fuzzy logic 

inference system for inferring situative space of participants in kitchen As-A-Pal. We developed 

smart kitchen environment comprising situative spaces using fuzzy logic. Since different 

instances were obtained from individual participants regarding their situative spaces in their 

breakfast activities and these instances contradicted with each other, a fuzzy logic inference 

system was used for a solution. 

 

In fuzzy logic, firstly crisp set that is formed by 0 and 1 is determined to get linguistic variable. 

Numbers, names, and other words are discarded from linguistic values. Linguistic terms are 

obtained by resolving linguistic variable. Fuzzy Control Language (FCL) file involves linguistic 

variables, membership functions, and rules block. jFuzzyLogic program runs with FCL file.  

After linguistic terms are defined, membership functions are constituted. There are various types 

of membership functions such as triangular, trapezoidal, piecewise linear, etc. Piecewise linear 

membership functions was used in our study.  A membership function is applied for quantify a 

linguistic term [20]. Therefore, these linguistic terms are converted to membership functions. 

This conversion is called as fuzzification [21]. In inference part, rules are evaluated in terms of 

rule base. In order to achieve a final result, the individual results that are obtained from rules are 

gathered. Also, rules consist of linguistic statements. These linguistic statements are combined 

with using AND / OR operators. There are three different elements of inference that are 

aggregation, activation and accumulation to combine the results of each rule. Accumulation 

method that is applied maximum algorithm was chosen in our study. Final step is defuzzification 

for fuzzy logic algorithm. In this step, all results that are fuzzy value are converted to defuzzified 

value to find crisp output. Defuzzification is handled using the output variable of membership 

functions. Center of Gravity was chosen as a defuzzification algorithm for our study.  
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2.2 Related Work 

This thesis study is based on two steps. First attempt is to keep track of human and object 

locations. Second attempt is to infer human situation using by a machine learning method in 

smart environment. In this respect, there are several related works as applicable for both steps. 

 

2.2.1 Human Proximity Tracking 

There are some tracking technologies for human proximity tracking. These technologies are 

shown as follows: 

a) Radio Frequency Identification (RFID): RFID contains two main parts which are reader 

and antenna work together to control multiple tags. Types of tag used are passive, semi 

passive and active. RFID technology contact free technology to place objects in indoor 

environments which is not necessary to have viewpoint such ultrasound or infrared-based 

location technologies [7]. Active tag has longer communication range than passive tag. 

However, passive tag can be used efficiently if object is close range to RFID reader. 

RFID tag is easy and practical to use on everyday objects, cup, plate, spoon, etc. 

b) Wi-Fi: It is convenient and confidential to use Wi-Fi infrastructure for location 

awareness. Wi-Fi accuracy is about 3-5 m. The advantage of this system is to use IEEE 

802.11 infrastructure which provides small expense for locating. The disadvantage of 

system is that if it used in multi floor, the system performance can decrease since signal 

readings can be influenced by signal reflections and dynamic network conditions [22].  

c) Ultrasound sensors: It is an ultrasound positioning system. These small badges that are 

worn by a person, sends ultrasonic pulse when radio signal is triggered by a central 

system [23]. Also, ultrasonic tags can be embedded on objects with network receivers on 

the ceiling to exploit ultrasonic time of flight. One advantage of ultrasonic positioning 

sensor has good accuracy. Active Bats provide to attain position and orientation 

information about object or person. On the other hand, one disadvantage is that numerous 

ultrasound receivers are required for this attitude [7].  

d) Bluetooth: Bluetooth accuracy is about 2-15m. The advantage of this technology is 

variable read range. The read range of this technology is 1/10/50 m, so it is convenient 

for proxemics to locate objects. The cost of the infrastructure is cheap for small area. On 

the other hand, it is expensive to implement to large area. Frequency between objects 
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takes 10 s for communication. In order to reduce this time, inquiry phase can be applied. 

However, RSSI (signal strength) cannot be implemented to inference location in slight 

straight measurement [22]. 

 

2.2.2 Machine Learning Method for Human Situation Inference 

To learn human situation and recognition, ambient sound, speech and individual role detection is 

used in observation. There are six different situations such as siesta (one person), individual 

work (one person), introduction of welcome (multiperson), aperitif (multiperson), presentation 

(multiperson) and game (multiperson) are used in observation. Hidden Markov Model is 

intended to learn and specify six different situations [24].  Complex or unusual activities are 

generally hard to comprehend and implement. Observing from this kind of activities can be made 

use of implicitly create a model of the activity and such a model is referred as Hidden Markov 

Model [25]. Hidden Markov Model has been applied in speech recognition, sign language 

recognition, and handwriting gesture recognition [24]. 

 

Sequential pattern mining that is one of the machine learning approach is used for facilitate 

I.L.S.A. This I.L.S.A system provides to model human behavior in order to know their actions 

and reply to their situations. Data is related to sensor firing in this system. The purpose of 

sequential pattern approach is to itemize sensor firings respectively. The sequential pattern 

indicates the finding frequent sequential patterns [26]. 
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Chapter 3 

 

3   Human Proximity Tracking and Human Situation Inference in Kitchen As-

A-Pal 

 

3.1 Conceptual Design 

Our design includes a proximity tracking and fuzzy logic system for inferring human situation 

using proximity to smart objects. A network of 5 sonar sensors is mounted around kitchen table 

in order to track human proximity in kitchen As-A-Pal. Sonar sensors are connected to a tablet 

through PhidgetInterfaceKit 8/8/8. For capturing object situation information, RFID technology 

is used. RFID readers are placed strategically in 5 smart surfaces on kitchen table. Passive RFID 

tags are embedded to objects. Smart surface on kitchen table can read RFID tag. By this way, 

object location can be tracked on kitchen table. 1 container, 4 surfaces and 5 actuators including 

36 passively tagged objects are used in kitchen As-A-Pal. Containers are using as storage for 

objects like drying rack that consists of spoon, fork, plate, cup, etc. Surfaces interact with objects 

on it. Actuators are stable on kitchen table like coffee machine, toaster, water boiler, etc.  After 

that, human proximity, human location and object situation information are used in fuzzy logic 

system for evaluating human situation in kitchen. For developing fuzzy logic inference system, 

jFuzzyLogic [19] open source program is used.  

 

3.2 System Architecture of Kitchen As-A-Pal 

Kitchen Agent-Supported Assessment for Adaptive and Personalised Ambient Assisted Living 
(As-A-Pal) was built as a smart kitchen environment and was designed for developing human 

experience and helping human activities. Kitchen As-A-Pal was located in Umeå University at 

MIT building as a research and development regarding to ubiquitous computing technologies and 

human interaction design. The area of kitchen As-A-Pal is 14.7 m
2
. This kitchen consists of 

dining, kitchen appliances, mixing and cutting, cooking, dishing and storage.  
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3.2.1 Networking of Sonar Sensors 

To track human proximity in kitchen As-A-Pal, a network of 5 sonar sensors (Figure 3.2.1) was 

mounted around kitchen table. There is a connection between sonar sensor and an android tablet 

on the kitchen table via PhidgetInterfaceKit 8/8/8. A Toshiba AT100 tablet runs on Android 3.1 

that uses Phidget21 library to attain the sensors.   

 

 

   Figure 3.2.1. A network of sonar sensors  

 

When free run all sonar sensors, interference occurs between sonar sensors. The reason of this 

interference because sensors are not triggering synchronously. Different sensors‟ triggering 

speed can be other reason of interference.  Therefore, it is possible to be faced with sensor 

flickering and inconsistent data. To avoid interference between sonar sensors, each sensor should 

read sequentially. It has to connect triggering device (digital output 5V on the Interfacekit) to RX 

(receiving pin) of the first sonar sensor and TX output (transmitting pin) of first sensor to RX 

(receiving pin) of next sensor [27]. By this way, sensors are ranged in sequence.  

 

3.2.2 Sensor Locations and Spatial Zones 

Several types of sensors and smart objects were located in Kitchen As-A-Pal. Some smart 

objects are stable on kitchen table and some other objects with tag are moveable in the kitchen. 

These tagged objects are interacted with smart surfaces and containers. The floor map of kitchen 

As-A-Pal is represented in Figure 3.2.2. The 5 sonar sensors were mounted around kitchen table. 

In order that sonar sensors have wide coverage area in the kitchen, their locations were selected 
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carefully and strategically. Sonar sensors were located  at intervals; 1.2m, 0.5m, 0.7m, and 0.9m 

respectively from sensor 1 to sensor 5. Kitchen floor was divided 21 zone in order to examine 

how accurate sonar sensors detect human agent in these specific locations and to find average 

time spent in these zones during breakfast scenario. 

 

 

               Figure 3.2.2 Floor map of kitchen As-A-Pal [7]. 

 

3.3 Human Proximity Tracking  

3.3.1 The Accuracy of Human Proximity Tracking System 

This study is related to human proximity tracking accuracy. Individual spatial zones were used 

for measuring how accurate sonar sensors detect the person in the kitchen environment. Two 

subjects who were not part of the research group were selected to participate for testing sonar 
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sensor accuracy. Both two subjects stand in particular zone within 1 minute. Totally, each 

subject spent 21 minutes in all 21 zones. During that time, they made body movements like 

bending, stretching and revolve around in this particular zone. In calculation part, precision and 

recall values were used to specify the accuracy of human proximity. 

True Positive: If person stands in particular location and at least one of 5 sensors detect 

person. 

False Negative: If person stands in particular location and any sensors don‟t detect 

person. 

False Positive: If person doesn‟t stand in any particular location and at least one of 5 

sensors detect person.  

 

Precision (P) = 
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃
   Recall (R) = 

𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁
 

 

After human proximity tracking experiment, values from 5 sonar sensors were stored in log files. 

During the experiment, subject is in particular in zone. By this way, at least one of 5 sonar 

sensors detected the person while he was standing in this zone. The rest of the sensors are 

looking towards door, kitchen wall, or other objects in the kitchen when subject is not in sensor 

area. The distance between sensors and objects are 0.5 m (wall), 1.00 m (refrigerator), 1.40 m 

(glass frame), 1.40 m (cupboard) and 0.75 m (wall). True positive, False negative and False 

positive value were recorded in log file and were used to check whether human proximity  

tracking  accuracy is high with this network of sonar sensors. Also, we realized that sonar 

sensors are not affected by microwave oven, refrigerator and stove in kitchen As-A-Pal while 

this type of electronic devices are working. The precision and recall values of human proximity 

tracking accuracy are shown in Table 3.3.1 
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Table 3.3.1. Precision and recall value with average time spend in spatial zones for human 

proximity tracking accuracy [7]. 

Zone 

Number 

True 

Positive 

False 

Negative 

False 

Positive 

Precision 

(in %) 

Recall (in 

%) 

Average 

Time spent 

(in sec) 

Average 

Time 

Percentage T 

(in %) 

1 9373 16 0 100.00 99.80 68.5 7.43 

2 232 9325 0 100.00 2.47 104.0 11.28 

3 326 9195 0 100.00 3.45 29.5 3.20 

4 6345 3155 0 100.00 66.75 0.0 0.00 

5 3083 6339 0 100.00 32.54 0.0 0.00 

6 9412 87 0 100.00 99.05 0.0 0.00 

7 9409 42 0 100.00 99.50 13.5 1.47 

8 9314 252 0 100.00 97.30 154.0 16.74 

9 7033 2335 0 100.00 75.10 78.5 8.57 

10 6495 2844 0 100.00 68.85 0.0  0.00  

11 5976 3408 0 100.00 63.75 0.0 0.00 

12 9020 438 0 100.00 95.30 0.0  0.00  

13 9431 24 0 100.00 99.70 10.5 1.15 

14 6950 2678 0 100.00 72.10 60.0 6.48 

15 9361 296 0 100.00 96.90 165.0  17.84  

16 9517 6 0 100.00 99.90 76.0  8.19 

17 5715 3821 0 100.00 59.55 70.0 7.59 

18 4285 5587 0 100.00 42.55 0.0 0.00 

19 1105 8510 0 100.00 11.60 85.0 9.29 

20 0 9558 0 100.00 0.00 3.0 0.33 

21 9409 72 0 100.00 99.2 3.5 0.39 

Global 127504 67988 0 100.00 65.22 921.0 100.00 

 

 

3.3.2 Average Time Spend in Spatial Zones 

Breakfast Scenario is based on nine breakfast activities at kitchen As-A-Pal. Two subjects 

participated in this scenario. Activities consist of two parts. First part is related to preparing 

breakfast activities. Second part concerns cleaning activities. Each subject follows these tasks 

which are preparing sandwich, boiling egg, preparing juice, preparing porridge and preparing hot 

drink in the first part of breakfast scenario. Cleaning the kitchen, cleaning dishes and emptying 

re-cycle bin belong to second part of breakfast scenario tasks. For example, while one of these 

subjects are boiling egg (Figure 3.3.2), they are doing these actions that are adding egg, adding 

water, activating egg boiler, deactivating egg boiler, removing shell. While they were performing 

these activities, there were no obligations to follow all these steps in the recipe. So, they feel free 

to choose steps while doing activities. The recipe was used to guide two subjects about steps in 

the breakfast scenario.  
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Figure 3.3.2. One of these subjects is preparing egg in the breakfast at kitchen As-A-Pal [7]. 

 

In the kitchen As-A-Pal, there are 36 passively tagged objects like glass, cup, spoon, tea packet, 

etc., stationary objects like coffee machine, water boiler, stove, etc. and other objects like 

microwave and refrigerator are used in Kitchen As-A-Pal. In this experiment, our purpose is to 

evaluate that how long one subject spends time in particular zone while he / she is performing 

the breakfast scenario. From this experiment, we found that subject A spent 909 sec and subject 

B spend 933 sec while they were doing the activities in the breakfast. This experiment was 

handled using video camera. Spatial zone numbers on kitchen floor and the subject situations 

during breakfast scenario were recorded in video camera. In terms of the average time (AT), 

these videos were analyzed in order to understand how long the subjects spent time in particular 

zone (Table 3.3.1). Also, average time percentages (ATP) were calculated using average time. 

Spatial zones are labeled as low, medium and high ATP zones [7]. 
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3.4 Human Situation Inference  

To infer human situation in kitchen As-A-Pal, first think aloud study was performed. In this 

study we examined participant‟s capability to perceive and manipulate objects in kitchen As-A-

Pal. During the think aloud study, the researcher asks short questions to the participant. 

According to their perception and action capability, we want to create smart environment for 

providing user adaptive and personalized system. After human situation information was 

obtained from think aloud study, these data were used to train fuzzy logic system. Fuzzy logic 

system was required for inferring human situative spaces since different instances were obtained 

from individual participants regarding their situative spaces during their think aloud study and 

these instances contradicted with each other. Second study was performed for testing accuracy of 

fuzzy logic system. 

 

3.4.1 Users’ Profile  

Three participants who are not in our research group joined these think aloud study (Figure 

3.4.1). Participant A is a 28 years old female. Her major is computer science. Her interest area is 

a domestic technology that is regarding to develop everyday living. Human bodily capabilities 

are important for human centric approach. Therefore, we collected the data from our users in 

relation to their users‟ profile. Linguistic variables and membership functions of each participant 

are shown in Table 4. 

 

Participant A‟s height is 161 cm, arm length is 61 cm and eye sight is 0.75 degree myopia. Her 

ability to lift household object is normal. She is also right-handed. She has dyslexia that is 

learning disability that reduces a person‟s fluency or co learning disability that impairs a person's 

fluency or understanding accuracy of ability to read [28]. However, her dyslexia problem has not 

influenced her daily life. Only, she needs to spend more time while doing activities. For 

example, when she reads the recipe book, she has difficulty. 

 

Participant B is a 22 year old female. Her major is chemistry. She has a basic knowledge about 

using computer. Her height is 162 cm, arm length is 71 cm, and eye sight is 1.25 degree myopia. 

Her ability to lift household objects is normal. She is right handed. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Learning_disability
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Participant C is a 30 year old female. Her major is dentistry and public health. She has left her 

wheel chaired with mild stroke after she had an accident. Her right side is able bodied. She has 

had epilepsy between 9 and 14 years. Her height is 156 cm. While she is sitting on the 

wheelchair, her height is 108 cm. Her arm length is 63 cm. She has no eye sight problem. Also, 

her ability to lift household objects with left hand is medium. 

 

 

           Figure 3.4.1. Participant is performing activity in the Think Aloud study in Kitchen  

           As-A-Pal [14]. 

 

Our participants were chosen in terms of their similarities which are a person without disability, 

a person with cognitive disability that influences visual perception, a person with motor 

disability that influences action performance [14]. Our intention of this study is to build adaptive 

and personalized smart environment for human beings. 
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3.4.2 Breakfast Scenario in Think Aloud Study 

While participants was performing think aloud sessions, one of the researchers was noting down 

about participants‟ attitude and other researcher was recording video and making an observation 

regarding participants‟ activity performance. In this study, we examined   participants‟ behavior 

using video recordings. Without their speech and comments on the breakfast activities, only 

video recording is not enough to evaluate and analyze their experience and situation in the 

kitchen environment. These speeches, records and notes were evaluated in interview session and 

discussed with participants. Each interview session was performed after 3 breakfast scenarios 

were finalized. The duration of interview session was about 12 minutes. While performing these 

interview sessions with participants, uncertain situations in their breakfast activities were asked 

and taken into consideration. 

 

In kitchen As-A-Pal, we examined the participant situations and behaviors while they were 

performing 8 everyday activities such as preparing sandwich, boiling egg, preparing juice, 

preparing porridge, preparing hot drink, cleaning the kitchen, cleaning the dishes and emptying 

recycle bin in the breakfast scenario. Participants performed their breakfast activities using 

recipe book. Also, participants were free to choose activity steps which were written in recipe. 

So, there were no restrictions for participant while performing their activities. From their 

performing activity frequency, we classified their situations as every day, usually, rarely and 

never. As mentioned in Table 3.4.2.1 below, the participants‟ frequency of performing the 

breakfast activities are shown. 

 

Table 3.4.2.1 Participants‟ frequency of performing the breakfast activities [14]. 

Activity Name Participant A Participant B Participant C 

Preparing Sandwich Rarely Everyday Usually 

Boiling Egg Usually Rarely Rarely 

Preparing Juice Usually Everyday Everyday 

Preparing porridge Never Never Everyday 

Preparing hot drink Everyday Rarely Everyday 

Cleaning the kitchen Everyday Everyday Everyday 

Cleaning the dishes Everyday Everyday Everyday 

Emptying recycle bin Rarely Rarely Everyday 

 

Participants performed different activities at the same time. While a participant prepared 

sandwiches, she was using egg boiler to prepare eggs simultaneously. First day of this study, the 
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kitchen environment with objects was introduced to the participants. After they examined 

kitchen environment and objects, they started to perform activities with think aloud method. 

Since participant A has dyslexia problem, she spent more time than other participants. But, she 

accomplished her activities without problem. At the same time, she spoke aloud and explained 

her experience about activities while performing her tasks in breakfast scenario. Participant B 

has difficulty to explain her experience during this process because of her verbal English skill. 

But in general she performed her activities in proper way. Participant C‟s condition is harder 

than other two participants since she is on the wheel chair with mild stroke. Especially, she does 

not reach objects that are from her position because she cannot stretch her body. Also, while she 

was taking object from cupboard shelf, she was hardly reaching them. But rest of the activities, 

participant C also completed her task successfully. Each participant fulfilled 3 concurrent 

probing sessions within 3 days. In order to understand participants‟ feelings and emotions, 

researchers asked them some questions regarding their situations in these sessions (Table 

3.4.2.2). Thus, 9 think aloud sessions and one interview were performed. All participants 

performed their user studies in separate days in order to examine their different behaviors during 

these sessions. Our participants joined these studies in the kitchen As-A-Pal at MIT-Huset, Umeå 

University, Sweden. Each session took approximately 34 minutes for each participant. 

 

Table 3.4.2.2 Examples of some think aloud statements obtained by participants [14]. 

No Observation  Probing Questions Think-aloud Statement 

1 Participant C in front of 

the mixing area and goes 

close to the egg boiler in 

appliance area to place the 

egg and turn on the egg 

boiler   

Why didn‟t you place the 

egg on the egg boiler from 

the mixing area?  

“I am more comfortable to 

move closer to the egg 

boiler so that I don‟t have 

to stretch. Also, would be 

nervous to not  

break the egg”   

2 Participant B is in front of 

the sink doing her dishes. 

Coffee machine and egg 

boiler are in the appliance 

area.   

Is the coffee machine 

ready with coffee and the 

egg boiler with egg?  

“Don‟t know. When I‟m 

doing for instance dishes, I 

focus on objects around 

the sink. I would have 

known if there was sound 

notification or flashing 

lights”  

3 Participant B is in front of 

the refrigerator taking out 

bread, cheese cream and 

eggs with her left hand 

one-by-one and stacks 

them on the wheel chair 

Why do you bring all the 

objects at once?  

“I‟m going to prepare a 

toast and boil eggs at the 

same time. I don‟t have to 

move to the fridge often”  
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before transporting them  

to the mixing area    

4 Participant A is preparing 

coffee by bringing in the 

cup and spoon from the 

cupboard and the milk 

packet from the 

refrigerator to the mixing 

area  

What can you say about 

the egg boiler and the 

bread toaster?  

“I remember I put egg 

inside the egg boiler and 

bread inside the toaster”  

5 Participant C is preparing 

porridge. She is in front of 

the stove and puts the pan 

on it and turns the stove on   

If the coffee machine and 

the bread toaster present 

information will you 

perceive it?  

“If there is movement like 

changing information, I 

will notice and read it. If 

the information is stable, I 

will only know it exists”   

6 Participant A is in front of 

the stove preparing 

porridge  

If several kitchen 

appliances are presenting 

information?  

“Probably I will forget all 

the information and begin 

to panic”  

 

3.4.3 Fuzzy Logic on Human Situation Inference 

3.4.3.1 Fuzzy Logic Inference System 

To infer conflicting human perception regarding situative space in kitchen As-A-Pal, 

jfuzzyLogic open source program was used. 

 

In terms of determining human situation, the linguistic input variables consist of proximity, 

object orientation perception, object orientation action, and object size. Examinable set involves 

proximity, object orientation perception and object size. Manipulable set involves proximity and 

object orientation action. Recognizable set involves proximity and object size. Selectable set 

involves only proximity linguistic input variables. Hard, middle and easy are specified as 

linguistic output variables for each set. After linguistic variables were determined, different 

membership functions were created according to participant‟s answers in breakfast activities. 

Since each participant has various experiences, feelings, perception and action space during 

breakfast activities, personalized membership functions were prepared for them.  Membership 

function for proximity is divided two linguistic terms that are near and far. Membership function 

for proximity is determined in reference to distance between object location and end point of 

kitchen. Membership function for object size is specified by measuring object length with 

measuring tape. Object size also is divided as big, medium, and small. Membership function for 

object orientation perception and action is determined using clockwise notion. Each side of 

object are marked using clockwise according to orientation of object button and handle. Object 
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orientation perception and action is divided as infront and back. For instance, toaster‟s button 

refers infront of toaster. In terms of object orientation perception and action, infront of toaster is 

marked as „12‟ from clockwise and back of toaster is marked as „6‟ from clockwise. Linguistic 

variables and membership functions of each participant are shown in Table 4. In order to achieve 

a final result, the individual results that are obtained from rules are gathered. The rules are 

created according to participants‟ experience, feelings, and behaviors in breakfast activities. 

Various rules are developed for each participant‟s situation. All rule blocks are shown in Table 5. 

 

3.4.3.2 The Accuracy of Fuzzy Logic System  

Human situative space recognition accuracy was specified during breakfast scenario at kitchen 

As-A-Pal. Participant interested same activities such in think aloud study. 3 participants took part 

in 3 breakfast session each. Kitchen objects and devices (like 36 passively tagged objects) were 

used same as previous study. Since 5 locations around kitchen table (drying area, sink area, stove 

area, mixing area, and appliance area) were used, zone numbers that was marked in think aloud 

study was removed for this study. Instead of video camera, a software application which was 

prepared by the researcher in this thesis was used for data collection of inferring human situative 

space in kitchen As-A-Pal. The data is stored in log files. Also, this software application includes 

jFuzzyLogic open source code. To obtain the accuracy of fuzzy logic system for human situative 

space recognition, precision and recall values were calculated using these log files (Table 

3.4.3.2). 

 

True Positive (TP): If person perceives and / or acts upon a set of objects around kitchen table 

and fuzzy logic system gives the result in same direction with human thinking. 

 

False Positive (FP): If person does not perceive and / or acts upon a set of objects around 

kitchen table and fuzzy logic system gives opposite result contrariwise human thinking. 

 

False Negative (FN): If person perceives and / or acts upon a set of objects around kitchen table 

and fuzzy logic system gives opposite result contrariwise human thinking. 
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Table 3.4.3.2. The Accuracy of Fuzzy Logic System for Human Situative Space Recognition  

Situative 

Space Sets 

True 

Positive 

False 

Positive 

False 

Negative 

Precision Recall No 

ground 

truth 

Precision  

without 

Human 

Orientation 

Errors  

Precision 

without 

Human 

Attention 

Errors 

Recognizable 

Set 

240 41 9 85.4 96.38 193 36 86.95 15 94.11 

Examinable 

Set 

108 3 11 97.29 90.75 306 3 97.29 2 98.18 

Selectable Set 203 2 1 99.02 99.5 242 3 96.20 2 99.02 

Manipulable 

Set 

119 4 0 96.74 100 309 3 97.54 2 98.34 

 

 

 No ground truth: Since sometimes participants didn‟t mention about their ability of 

perception and action to objects in breakfast activities, we could not achieve any ground 

truth. 

 Precision without Human Orientation Errors: Since current system could not detect 

human head and body orientation, we assumed that if human orientation errors were 

discarded, we could obtain new precision value which was called as precision without 

human orientation errors. 

 Precision without Human Attention Errors: Since sometimes participants concentrated 

on their breakfast activities, they could not recognize objects that were outside of their 

perception. We assumed that if human attention errors were discarded, we could obtain 

new precision value which was called as precision without human attention errors. 
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Chapter 4 

 

4   Results 

 

4.1 The Results of Proximity Tracking (Precision, Recall, and Average time) 

As can be seen in Table 2.1, the precision of proximity tracking is 100% in kitchen As-A-Pal. 

Besides, the percentage level of proximity tracking decreases to 65.22% in some location 

because of the standpoint of some sensor. In the breakfast scenario,  goal is to examine how 

much time human agent spends these particular  zones in kitchen As-A-Pal. Human agent spends 

most of his time in zone 15 (17.84%) and zone 8 (16.74%) during the breakfast scenario. Zone 8 

is near by mixing area, and zone15 is near by sink area on the kitchen table.  Also, we observed 

that each participant spends different amount of time within these 21 zones. There are different 

reasons regarding various human spend time in spatial zones. One of the imporatant reasons is 

the presence of objects on kitchen table. For instance,  participants spend more time in mixing 

area in the kitchen As-A-Pal because most of the kitchen equipments place in mixing area.  

 

To calculate average time, when user had breakfast scenario, he stand or pass these particular 

zones. Each movement of participant was recorded by video camera.  From accuracy of sonar 

sensor coverage (Figure 4.1) , zone 8 and zone 15 have two of highest precision and recall values 

(Zone 8 recall value: 97.3% and Zone 15 recall value: 96.9%).  
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       Figure 4.1. ATP levels and proximity tracking recall values [7]. 

  ATP refers to Average Time Percentage and R refers to Recall 

 

After evaluating this experiment results, we realized that zone 2 and zone 19‟s average time 

percentage are higher than zone 1 and zone 21‟s average time percentage. Since sonar sensor1‟s 

location is near spatial zone 21 and sonar sensor5‟s location is near spatial zone 1,  sonar sensor1 

and sonar sensor 5‟s location have to be closer to spatial zone 19 (for sonar sensor 1) and spatial 

zone 2 (for sonar sensor 5) in order to get better results for recall values. By this way, sensor 

coverage result can be increased without increasing the number of sonar sensors in the network 

[7]. 

 

4.2 The Results of Think Aloud Statements 

After we collected data from think aloud study, we rendered the data to clear written format for 

evaluating and analyzing this study. The various comments and thoughts from hard data were 

classified by taking into consideration situative space model [11]. They are a) effect of activity 
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context b) effect on human attention c) effect on human emotions including comfort and safety 

d) effect of human temporary memory e) effect of information presentation on objects [14]. Total 

statements of participants are 80 statements. Participant A gave 35 statements. Participant B 

made 27 statements. And, participant C gave 27 statements. Each participant has different 

approach and answers in relation to their talent to perceive the kitchen environment and act upon 

kitchen objects or equipments. Also, these various opinions from three participants are valuable 

to build personalized and adaptive kitchen environment.  

 

4.3 The Result of Human Situative Space Recognition  

In Table 3.4.3.2, the fuzzy logic system for human situative space recognition has more than 

96% precision in each set, except recognizable set. However, this percentage value decreased to 

85.4% in recognizable set. System gave 50 times wrong answers in consideration of 240 correct 

answers regarding participants‟ recognition.  There are two reasons of obtained low percentage 

in recognizable set. First reason regards human attention. When participants performed their 

breakfast activities, most of the time they only focused on their tasks. Therefore, they could only 

recognize closer object themselves. Therefore, fuzzy logic system could not aware of this human 

situation during this period of activity. System gave 26 times wrong answers since participants 

concentrated on their activity. If human attention errors were discarded, precision could increase 

to 94.11%.  Other important reason is about human head and body orientation. Due to the fact 

that human head and body orientation sensor technology was not used in this thesis study, 

current system could not detect participants‟ orientation. Because of this reason, system gave 5 

times wrong answers. If human orientation errors were discarded, precision could increase to 

86.95%. Also, system gave 10 times wrong answers without any particular reason. On the other 

hand, system works well in making decision of examinable set, selectable set and manipulable 

set. In Table 3.4.3.2, precision of examinable, selectable and manipulable set are 97.29%, 

99.02%, and 96.74% respectively. 
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Chapter 5  

 

5   Conclusion 

Human proximity tracking and human situation inference are background information while 

building a smart environment for elderly and disabled people. To obtain human proximity 

tracking information, ultrasound sonar sensors were mounted around kitchen table in our study. 

From human proximity tracking accuracy, we obtained precision (100%) and recall (65.22%) 

using a network of 5 sonar sensor in kitchen As-A-Pal. Because of the kitchen size (14.7 m
2
), a 

network of 5 sonar sensors is sufficient for human proximity tracking in kitchen As-A-Pal. The 

number of sonar sensors could be increased to have high human proximity tracking accuracy. 

Nevertheless, our intention was to reduce the number of sonar sensors and to accomplish a good 

result for human proximity tracking. While participants were performing breakfast activities, we 

observed that they spent more time in zone 2 (11.28%) and zone 19 (9.29%) (Table 3.3.1). 

Therefore, the sonar sensor locations of S1 (sensor near zone 21) and S5 (sensor near zone1) can 

be moved to be close to zone 19 (for sensor S1) and zone 2 (for sensor S5) to obtain better recall 

results (Figure 3.2.2). Human situation inference is important point for developing personalized 

and adaptive smart environment. Human feelings, emotions, experience, abilities, etc. are 

referenced to human centric approach. To understand human feelings and experience, think 

aloud study was performed in breakfast scenario. During the breakfast activities, we observed 

that participants‟ answers differed regarding to their ability of perception and action to smart 

objects while they were in same perception and action space. The reason was associated the 

change of participant‟s feelings and emotions at the time of incident. This situation caused 

fuzziness on inferring human situation. Therefore, fuzzy logic inferring system was developed to 

find out human situation to smart objects. From accuracy of fuzzy logic system, we obtained 

more than 96% precision in each set, except recognizable set. In recognizable set precision value 

decreased to 85.4% because the lack of human orientation information and human attention 

information prevented from obtaining high accuracy value. Consequently, the results of human 

proximity tracking accuracy and fuzzy logic inferring system accuracy are promising for 

developing new smart environments for elderly and disabled people.  
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Chapter 6 

 

6 Future Work 

 

Because of the scope of this thesis and time limitation, human orientation (human agent‟s head 

and body orientation in terms of objects) and human identity (basically identify and describe 

human agents) that are part of proxemics dimensions were left as future work. Microsoft Kinect 

technology is planning to use regarding human head and body orientation. And also, Microsoft 

Kinect based image analysis and mapping technology is planning to use regarding identify 

human profile. 
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Appendices 

Table 4. Human Situative Space Recognition: Variable Definitions in Fuzzy Control Language. 

// Vassiliki Examinable Set 
 
// Define input variables 
VAR_INPUT 
    proximity : REAL; 
    obj_orient_perception : REAL; 
    obj_size : REAL; 
     
END_VAR 
 
// Define output variable 
VAR_OUTPUT 
    examinable : REAL; 
    
END_VAR 
 
// Fuzzify input variable 'proximity' 
FUZZIFY proximity 
    TERM near := (0, 1) (110, 0) ;  
    TERM far := (40, 0) (370,1) (370,0); 
    
END_FUZZIFY 
 
// Fuzzify input variable 'Object Orientation for Perception' 
 
FUZZIFY obj_orient_perception 
    TERM infront := (0, 1) (3, 0) (9,0) (12,1) (12,0) ;  
    TERM back := (2, 0) (6,1) (10,0); 
    
END_FUZZIFY 
 
// Fuzzify input variable 'Object Size' 
 
FUZZIFY obj_size 
    TERM small := (0,1) (20,0) ; 
    TERM medium := (10,0) (25,1) (35,0); 
    TERM big := (30,0) (40,1) (40,0); 
END_FUZZIFY 
 
// Defzzzify output variable 'Examinable' 
DEFUZZIFY examinable 
    TERM  hard:= (0,0) (5,1) (10,0); 
    TERM middle := (10,0) (15,1) (20,0); 
    TERM easy := (20,0) (25,1) (30,0); 
    // Use 'Center Of Gravity' defuzzification method 
    METHOD : COG; 
    // Default value is 0 (if no rule activates defuzzifier) 
    DEFAULT := 0; 
END_DEFUZZIFY 
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// Vassiliki Manipulable Set 
 
// Define input variables 
VAR_INPUT 
    proximity : REAL; 
    obj_orient_action : REAL; 
    
     
     
END_VAR 
 
// Define output variable 
VAR_OUTPUT 
    manipulable : REAL; 
   
     
END_VAR 
 
// Fuzzify input variable 'proximity' 
FUZZIFY proximity 
    TERM near := (0, 1) (110, 0) ;  
    TERM far := (40, 0) (370,1) (370,0); 
    
END_FUZZIFY 
 
 
// Fuzzify input variable 'Object Orientation for Action' 
 
FUZZIFY obj_orient_action 
    TERM infront := (0, 1) (5, 0) (7,0) (12,1) (12,0) ;  
    TERM back := (5, 0) (6,1) (8,0); 
    
END_FUZZIFY 
 
 
// Defuzzify output variable 'Manipulable' 
DEFUZZIFY manipulable 
    TERM  hard:= (0,0) (5,1) (10,0); 
    TERM easy := (10,0) (15,1) (20,0); 
    
    // Use 'Center Of Gravity' defuzzification method 
    METHOD : COG; 
    // Default value is 0 (if no rule activates defuzzifier) 
    DEFAULT := 0; 
END_DEFUZZIFY 
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// Vassiliki Recognizable Set 
 
// Define input variables 
VAR_INPUT 
    proximity : REAL; 
    obj_size : REAL; 
     
     
END_VAR 
 
// Define output variable 
VAR_OUTPUT 
    recognizable : REAL; 
   
     
END_VAR 
 
// Fuzzify input variable 'proximity' 
FUZZIFY proximity 
    TERM near := (0, 1) (110, 0) ;  
    TERM far := (40, 0) (370,1) (370,0); 
    
END_FUZZIFY 
 
 
 
// Fuzzify input variable 'Object Size' 
 
FUZZIFY obj_size 
    TERM small := (0,1) (20,0) ; 
    TERM medium := (10,0) (25,1) (35,0); 
    TERM big := (30,0) (40,1) (40,0); 
END_FUZZIFY 
 
 
 
// Defuzzify output variable 'Recognizable' 
DEFUZZIFY recognizable 
    TERM  hard:= (0,0) (5,1) (10,0); 
    TERM middle := (10,0) (15,1) (20,0); 
    TERM easy := (20,0) (25,1) (30,0); 
    // Use 'Center Of Gravity' defuzzification method 
    METHOD : COG; 
    // Default value is 0 (if no rule activates defuzzifier) 
    DEFAULT := 0; 
END_DEFUZZIFY 
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// Vassiliki Selectable Set 
 
 
// Define input variables 
VAR_INPUT 
    proximity : REAL; 
    
     
     
END_VAR 
 
// Define output variable 
VAR_OUTPUT 
    selectable : REAL; 
   
     
END_VAR 
 
// Fuzzify input variable 'proximity' 
FUZZIFY proximity 
    TERM near := (0, 1) (110, 0) ;  
    TERM far := (40, 0) (370,1) (370,0); 
    
END_FUZZIFY 
 
 
// Defuzzify output variable 'Selectable' 
DEFUZZIFY selectable 
    TERM  hard:= (0,0) (5,1) (10,0); 
    TERM easy := (10,0) (15,1) (20,0); 
     
    // Use 'Center Of Gravity' defuzzification method 
    METHOD : COG; 
    // Default value is 0 (if no rule activates defuzzifier) 
    DEFAULT := 0; 
END_DEFUZZIFY 
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// Hazal Examinable Set 
 
// Define input variables 
VAR_INPUT 
    proximity : REAL; 
    obj_orient_perception : REAL; 
    obj_size : REAL; 
     
     
END_VAR 
 
// Define output variable 
VAR_OUTPUT 
    examinable : REAL; 
   
     
END_VAR 
 
// Fuzzify input variable 'proximity' 
FUZZIFY proximity 
    TERM near := (0, 1) (80, 0) ;  
    TERM far := (50, 0) (370,1) (370,0); 
    
END_FUZZIFY 
 
 
// Fuzzify input variable 'Object Orientation for Perception' 
 
FUZZIFY obj_orient_perception 
    TERM infront := (0, 1) (5, 0) (7,0) (12,1) (12,0) ;  
    TERM back := (3, 0) (6,1) (9,0); 
    
END_FUZZIFY 
 
 
// Fuzzify input variable 'Object Size' 
 
FUZZIFY obj_size 
    TERM small := (0,1) (20,0) ; 
    TERM medium := (10,0) (25,1) (35,0); 
    TERM big := (30,0) (40,1) (40,0); 
END_FUZZIFY 
 
// Defuzzify output variable 'Examinable' 
DEFUZZIFY examinable 
    TERM  hard:= (0,0) (5,1) (10,0); 
    TERM middle := (10,0) (15,1) (20,0); 
    TERM easy := (20,0) (25,1) (30,0); 
    // Use 'Center Of Gravity' defuzzification method 
    METHOD : COG; 
    // Default value is 0 (if no rule activates defuzzifier) 
    DEFAULT := 0; 
END_DEFUZZIFY 
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// Hazal Manipulable Set 
 
// Define input variables 
VAR_INPUT 
    proximity : REAL; 
    obj_orient_action : REAL; 
    
     
     
END_VAR 
 
// Define output variable 
VAR_OUTPUT 
    manipulable : REAL; 
   
     
END_VAR 
 
// Fuzzify input variable 'proximity' 
FUZZIFY proximity 
    TERM near := (0, 1) (80, 0) ;  
    TERM far := (50, 0) (370,1) (370,0); 
    
END_FUZZIFY 
 
 
// Fuzzify input variable 'Object Orientation for Action' 
 
FUZZIFY obj_orient_action 
    TERM infront := (0, 1) (4, 0) (8,0) (12,1) (12,0) ;  
    TERM back := (2, 0) (6,1) (10,0); 
    
END_FUZZIFY 
 
 
 
// Defuzzify output variable 'Manipulable' 
DEFUZZIFY manipulable 
    TERM  hard:= (0,0) (5,1) (10,0); 
    TERM easy := (10,0) (15,1) (20,0); 
    
    // Use 'Center Of Gravity' defuzzification method 
    METHOD : COG; 
    // Default value is 0 (if no rule activates defuzzifier) 
    DEFAULT := 0; 
END_DEFUZZIFY 
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// Hazal Recognizable Set 
 
// Define input variables 
VAR_INPUT 
    proximity : REAL; 
    obj_size : REAL; 
     
     
END_VAR 
 
// Define output variable 
VAR_OUTPUT 
    recognizable : REAL; 
   
     
END_VAR 
 
// Fuzzify input variable 'proximity' 
FUZZIFY proximity 
    TERM near := (0, 1) (80, 0) ;  
    TERM far := (50, 0) (370,1) (370,0); 
    
END_FUZZIFY 
 
 
 
 
 
// Fuzzify input variable 'Object Size' 
 
FUZZIFY obj_size 
    TERM small := (0,1) (20,0) ; 
    TERM medium := (10,0) (25,1) (35,0); 
    TERM big := (30,0) (40,1) (40,0); 
END_FUZZIFY 
 
 
 
// Defuzzify output variable 'Recognizable' 
DEFUZZIFY recognizable 
    TERM  hard:= (0,0) (5,1) (10,0); 
    TERM middle := (10,0) (15,1) (20,0); 
    TERM easy := (20,0) (25,1) (30,0); 
    // Use 'Center Of Gravity' defuzzification method 
    METHOD : COG; 
    // Default value is 0 (if no rule activates defuzzifier) 
    DEFAULT := 0; 
END_DEFUZZIFY 
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// Hazal Selectable Set 
 
// Define input variables 
VAR_INPUT 
    proximity : REAL; 
    
     
     
END_VAR 
 
// Define output variable 
VAR_OUTPUT 
    selectable : REAL; 
   
     
END_VAR 
 
// Fuzzify input variable 'proximity' 
FUZZIFY proximity 
    TERM near := (0, 1) (80, 0) ;  
    TERM far := (50, 0) (370,1) (370,0); 
    
END_FUZZIFY 
 
 
 
// Defuzzify output variable 'Selectable' 
DEFUZZIFY selectable 
    TERM  hard:= (0,0) (5,1) (10,0); 
    TERM easy := (10,0) (15,1) (20,0); 
     
    // Use 'Center Of Gravity' defuzzification method 
    METHOD : COG; 
    // Default value is 0 (if no rule activates defuzzifier) 
    DEFAULT := 0; 
END_DEFUZZIFY 
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// Rathi Examinable Set 
 
// Define input variables 
VAR_INPUT 
    proximity : REAL; 
    obj_orient_perception : REAL; 
    obj_size : REAL; 
     
     
END_VAR 
 
// Define output variable 
VAR_OUTPUT 
    examinable : REAL; 
   
     
END_VAR 
 
// Fuzzify input variable 'proximity' 
FUZZIFY proximity 
    TERM near := (0, 1) (65, 0) ;  
    TERM far := (30, 0) (370,1) (370,0); 
    
END_FUZZIFY 
 
 
// Fuzzify input variable 'Object Orientation for Perception' 
 
FUZZIFY obj_orient_perception 
    TERM infront := (0, 1) (2, 0) (10,0) (12,1) (12,0) ;  
    TERM back := (2, 0) (6,1) (10,0); 
    
END_FUZZIFY 
 
// Fuzzify input variable 'Object Size' 
 
FUZZIFY obj_size 
    TERM small := (0,1) (20,0) ; 
    TERM medium := (10,0) (25,1) (35,0); 
    TERM big := (30,0) (40,1) (40,0); 
END_FUZZIFY 
 
// Defzzzify output variable 'Examinable' 
DEFUZZIFY examinable 
    TERM  hard:= (0,0) (5,1) (10,0); 
    TERM middle := (10,0) (15,1) (20,0); 
    TERM easy := (20,0) (25,1) (30,0); 
    // Use 'Center Of Gravity' defuzzification method 
    METHOD : COG; 
    // Default value is 0 (if no rule activates defuzzifier) 
    DEFAULT := 0; 
END_DEFUZZIFY 
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// Rathi Manipulable Set 
 
// Define input variables 
VAR_INPUT 
    proximity : REAL; 
    obj_orient_action : REAL; 
    
     
     
END_VAR 
 
// Define output variable 
VAR_OUTPUT 
    manipulable : REAL; 
   
     
END_VAR 
 
// Fuzzify input variable 'proximity' 
FUZZIFY proximity 
    TERM near := (0, 1) (65, 0) ;  
    TERM far := (30, 0) (370,1) (370,0); 
    
END_FUZZIFY 
 
 
// Fuzzify input variable 'Object Orientation for Action' 
 
FUZZIFY obj_orient_action 
    TERM infront := (0, 1) (2, 0) (9,0) (12,1) (12,0) ;  
    TERM back := (1, 0) (6,1) (11,0); 
    
END_FUZZIFY 
 
 
// Defuzzify output variable 'Manipulable' 
DEFUZZIFY manipulable 
    TERM  hard:= (0,0) (5,1) (10,0); 
    TERM easy := (10,0) (15,1) (20,0); 
    
    // Use 'Center Of Gravity' defuzzification method 
    METHOD : COG; 
    // Default value is 0 (if no rule activates defuzzifier) 
    DEFAULT := 0; 
END_DEFUZZIFY 
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// Rathi Recognizable Set 
 
// Define input variables 
VAR_INPUT 
    proximity : REAL; 
    obj_size : REAL; 
     
     
END_VAR 
 
// Define output variable 
VAR_OUTPUT 
    recognizable : REAL; 
   
     
END_VAR 
 
// Fuzzify input variable 'proximity' 
FUZZIFY proximity 
    TERM near := (0, 1) (65, 0) ;  
    TERM far := (30, 0) (370,1) (370,0); 
    
END_FUZZIFY 
 
 
 
 
 
// Fuzzify input variable 'Object Size' 
 
FUZZIFY obj_size 
    TERM small := (0,1) (20,0) ; 
    TERM medium := (10,0) (25,1) (35,0); 
    TERM big := (30,0) (40,1) (40,0); 
END_FUZZIFY 
 
 
 
// Defuzzify output variable 'Recognizable' 
DEFUZZIFY recognizable 
    TERM  hard:= (0,0) (5,1) (10,0); 
    TERM middle := (10,0) (15,1) (20,0); 
    TERM easy := (20,0) (25,1) (30,0); 
    // Use 'Center Of Gravity' defuzzification method 
    METHOD : COG; 
    // Default value is 0 (if no rule activates defuzzifier) 
    DEFAULT := 0; 
END_DEFUZZIFY 
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// Rathi Selectable Set 
 
// Define input variables 
VAR_INPUT 
    proximity : REAL; 
    
     
     
END_VAR 
 
// Define output variable 
VAR_OUTPUT 
    selectable : REAL; 
   
     
END_VAR 
 
// Fuzzify input variable 'proximity' 
FUZZIFY proximity 
    TERM near := (0, 1) (65, 0) ;  
    TERM far := (30, 0) (370,1) (370,0); 
    
END_FUZZIFY 
 
 
// Defuzzify output variable 'Selectable Set' 
DEFUZZIFY selectable 
    TERM  hard:= (0,0) (5,1) (10,0); 
    TERM easy := (10,0) (15,1) (20,0); 
     
    // Use 'Center Of Gravity' defuzzification method 
    METHOD : COG; 
    // Default value is 0 (if no rule activates defuzzifier) 
    DEFAULT := 0; 
END_DEFUZZIFY 
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Table 5. Human Situative Space Recognition: Rule Blocks in Fuzzy Control Language. 

 

RULEBLOCK rules 
    // Use 'min' for 'and' (also implicit use 'max' 
    // for 'or' to fulfill DeMorgan's Law) 
    AND : MIN; 
    // Use 'min' activation method 
    ACT : MIN; 
    // Use 'max' accumulation method 
    ACCU : MAX; 

    // Vassiliki Examinable Set 
 
    RULE 1 : IF proximity IS far OR obj_orient_perception IS back OR obj_size IS small  
                THEN examinable IS hard; 
 
    RULE 2 : IF proximity IS near AND obj_size IS medium   
                THEN examinable IS middle; 
     
    RULE 3 : IF proximity IS near AND obj_orient_perception IS infront AND obj_size IS big   
                THEN examinable IS easy; 
 
    // Vassiliki Manipulable Set 
 
    RULE 1 : IF proximity IS far OR obj_orient_action IS back   
                THEN manipulable IS hard; 
 
  
    RULE 2 : IF proximity IS near AND obj_orient_action IS infront   
                THEN manipulable IS easy; 
     
    // Vassiliki Recognizable Set 
 
    RULE 1 : IF proximity IS far OR obj_size IS small   
                THEN recognizable IS hard; 
                 
    RULE 2 : IF proximity IS far AND obj_size IS big   
                THEN recognizable IS middle;             
 
    RULE 3 : IF proximity IS near OR obj_size IS small  
                THEN recognizable IS middle; 
                 
    RULE 4 : IF proximity IS near OR obj_size IS medium  
                THEN recognizable IS middle; 
     
    RULE 5 : IF proximity IS near AND obj_size IS big   
                THEN recognizable IS easy; 
                
    RULE 6 : IF proximity IS near AND obj_size IS medium   
                THEN recognizable IS easy;  
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    // Vassiliki Selectable Set 
 
    RULE 1 : IF proximity IS far    
                THEN selectable IS hard; 
                 
         
    RULE 2 : IF proximity IS near    
                THEN selectable IS easy; 
 
 
    // Hazal Examinable Set 
 
 
    RULE 1 : IF proximity IS far OR obj_orient_perception IS back   
                THEN examinable IS hard; 
 
    RULE 2 : IF proximity IS near AND obj_size IS medium   
                THEN examinable IS middle; 
     
    RULE 3 : IF proximity IS near AND obj_orient_perception IS infront AND obj_size IS big   
                THEN examinable IS easy; 
 
    // Hazal Manipulable Set 
 
    RULE 1 : IF proximity IS far OR obj_orient_action IS back   
                THEN manipulable IS hard; 
  
    RULE 2 : IF proximity IS near AND obj_orient_action IS infront   
                THEN manipulable IS easy; 
 
 
    // Hazal Recognizable Set 
    RULE 1 : IF proximity IS far OR obj_size IS small   
                THEN recognizable IS hard; 
                 
    RULE 2 : IF proximity IS far AND obj_size IS big   
                THEN recognizable IS middle;             
 
    RULE 3 : IF proximity IS near OR obj_size IS small  
                THEN recognizable IS middle; 
                 
    RULE 4 : IF proximity IS near OR obj_size IS medium  
                THEN recognizable IS middle; 
     
    RULE 5 : IF proximity IS near AND obj_size IS big   
                THEN recognizable IS easy; 
                
    RULE 6 : IF proximity IS near AND obj_size IS medium   
                THEN recognizable IS easy; 
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    // Hazal Selectable Set 
        
    RULE 1 : IF proximity IS far    
                THEN selectable IS hard; 
                 
         
    RULE 2 : IF proximity IS near    
                THEN selectable IS easy; 

    // Rathi Examinable Set 
 
    RULE 1 : IF proximity IS far OR obj_orient_perception IS back OR obj_size IS small  
                THEN examinable IS hard; 
 
    RULE 2 : IF proximity IS near AND obj_size IS medium   
                THEN examinable IS middle; 
     
    RULE 3 : IF proximity IS near AND obj_orient_perception IS infront AND obj_size IS big   
                THEN examinable IS easy; 

    // Rathi Manipulable Set 
 
    RULE 1 : IF proximity IS far OR obj_orient_action IS back   
                THEN manipulable IS hard; 
 
  
    RULE 2 : IF proximity IS near AND obj_orient_action IS infront   
                THEN manipulable IS easy; 

    
   // Rathi Recognizable Set 
 

   RULE 1 : IF proximity IS far OR obj_size IS small   
                THEN recognizable IS hard; 
                 
   RULE 2 : IF proximity IS far AND obj_size IS big   
                THEN recognizable IS middle;             
 
   RULE 3 : IF proximity IS near OR obj_size IS small  
                THEN recognizable IS middle; 
                 
   RULE 4 : IF proximity IS near OR obj_size IS medium  
                THEN recognizable IS middle; 
     
   RULE 5 : IF proximity IS near AND obj_size IS big   
                THEN recognizable IS easy; 
                
   RULE 6 : IF proximity IS near AND obj_size IS medium   
 
                THEN recognizable IS easy;  
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    // Rathi Selectable Set 
    
 
    RULE 1 : IF proximity IS far    
                THEN selectable IS hard; 
                 
     
     
    RULE 2 : IF proximity IS near    
                THEN selectable IS easy; 

 

    END_RULEBLOCK 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


